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ABSTRACT-Genetic principles are used in plant breeding to create plants that are more beneficial to people. 

This is done by choosing plants that are deemed to be attractive or valuable economically or artistically, first by 

regulating the mating of those chosen individuals, and then by choosing particular individuals from the 

offspring. Such procedures, when carried out repeatedly over many generations, have the capacity to alter a 

plant population's hereditary composition and value well beyond what was naturally possible in earlier 

populations. The focus of this article is on using genetic principles to improve plants; the article heredity 

discusses the biological aspects of plant breeding. 
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I. HISTORY 
The practise of breeding plants has been around from the very beginning of agriculture. People 

probably started identifying different levels of plant excellence in their fields not long after the first cereal grains 

were domesticated, and they started saving seed from the best plants to grow new crops. These hesitant selection 

techniques served as the basis for early plant breeding techniques.Early plant breeding techniques had obvious 

results. The majority of modern types are so different from their wild ancestors that they cannot thrive in the 

wild. In some instances, the produced forms are in fact so radically different from their wild counterparts that it 

is challenging to even determine who their forebears were. From an evolutionary perspective, these amazing 

changes were made by early plant breeders in a relatively brief period of time, and the rate of change was likely 

higher than for any other evolutionary event.Gregor Mendel developed the fundamental ideas of heredity using 

pea plants in the middle of the nineteenth century, laying the groundwork for scientific plant breeding. A start 

was made toward using genetic inheritance laws to improve plants when they were further defined in the early 

20th century. One of the most important findings from the brief history of scientific breeding is that there is a 

vast amount of genetic variability in the world's plants, and that only a small portion of their potential has been 

realised. 

 

II. GOALS FOR PLANT BREEDING 
The perfect plant in the opinion of the plant breeder is typically one that combines the most desirable 

traits possible. Tolerance to heat, soil salinity, or frost; proper size, shape, and time to maturity; and several 

other general and specialised features that support increased climatic adaptation, ease of growth and handling, 

higher yield, and better quality are just a few examples of these attributes. Horticultural plant breeders must also 

take aesthetic attractiveness into account. The breeder must therefore consider the several features that make the 

plant more effective in achieving the objective for which it is cultivated rather than focusing attention on a 

single quality, which is rarely possible. Many staple crops have been modified to be better able to endure harsh 

climatic conditions associated with global warming, such as drought or heat waves, and plant breeding is an 

important strategy in promoting global food security. 

 

1. A rise in output 

Almost all breeding projects include increasing yield as one of their goals. This is frequently 

accomplished by choosing blatant morphological variants. The choice of dwarf, early-maturing rice types is one 

instance. These hardy dwarf types produce a higher grain yield. They also mature early, clearing the area rapidly 

and frequently permitting further planting of rice or another crop the same year. 

Creating disease- and insect-resistant cultivars is another method of boosting production. The creation 

of resistant cultivars has frequently been the sole workable pest control strategy. The stabilising impact resistant 

cultivars have on output, and hence on consistent food supply, may be their most crucial quality. The same 

advantage is offered by varieties that are resistant of heat, cold, or drought. 
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2. Changes in scope and constitution 

Extending a crop species' producing area is a common objective of plant breeding. The alteration of 

grain sorghum after it was introduced to the United States in the 1750s is a good example. Grain sorghum, 

which has a tropical origin, was once mostly grown in the southern Plains and the Southwest, but earlier-

maturing varieties have since been created. 

Plant breeding has recently made developing crop types amenable for mechanical agriculture one of its 

main objectives. In automated agriculture, plant character uniformity is crucial because it makes field operations 

much simpler when individuals of a variety have identical germination times, growth rates, fruit sizes, and other 

characteristics. When mechanically harvesting crops like tomatoes and peas, uniform ripeness is obviously 

crucial. 

Plant nutrition can be considerably enhanced by breeding. For instance, it is feasible to create corn 

(maize) types that are substantially higher in lysine than the current variety. Plant breeding has made developing 

high-lysine maize cultivars for regions of the world where maize is the main supply of this nutritionally 

important amino acid a top priority. It has been demonstrated that this "biofortification" of food crops, a term 

that also encompasses genetic modification, improves nutrition. It is particularly helpful in developing regions 

where nutritional deficiencies are frequent and there may be gaps in the availability of medical infrastructure. 

Longer blooming times, better flower keeping abilities, general thriftiness, and other traits that promote 

usability and aesthetic appeal are all taken into consideration while developing ornamental plants. The 

spectacular, even the bizarre, is sometimes sought after since novelty itself is frequently a value in ornamentals. 

 

3. Evaluation of plants 

The appraisal of the value of plants so that the breeder can decide which individuals should be discarded and 

which allowed to produce the next generation is a much more difficult task with some traits than with others. 

 

4. Qualitative characters 

Characters or features with discontinuous, or qualitative, differences that are controlled by one or a few 

key genes are the easiest to deal with. There are numerous such hereditary variations, and they typically have 

significant impacts on plant value and usage. Examples include the starchy versus sugary kernels of field versus 

sweet corn, and the determinate versus indeterminate growth habits of green beans (determinant varieties are 

adapted to mechanical harvesting). The expression of the features remains the same regardless of the 

environment in which the plant grows, and such variances can be rapidly and easily observed. Such traits are 

referred to as highly heritable. 

 

5. Quantitative characters 

However, in some instances, plant features grade progressively from one extreme to the next in a 

continuous sequence, making it impossible to divide them into discrete classes. These variations are said to as 

quantitative. This type of feature is common and includes height, cold and drought resistance, time to maturity, 

and yield in particular. There are numerous genes that each have a tiny influence on these features. It is useful to 

refer to qualitative characters as those that include discrete distinctions and quantitative characters as those that 

involve a graded series, even though the distinction between the two types of qualities is not absolute. 

For three main reasons, quantitative characters are much harder for breeders to manage: (1) the sheer 

number of genes involved makes hereditary change slow and challenging to assess; (2) the variations of the 

involved traits are typically only detectable through measurement and exact statistical analyses; and (3) the 

majority of the variations are caused by the environment rather than genetic endowment; for example, the 

heritability of certain traits is less than that of others. 

 

III. DIFFERENT METHODS FOR PLANT BREEDING 
1.Mating systems 

The method of pollination, or the transport of pollen from flower to flower, determines how 

angiosperm mating systems change through time. A flower is cross-pollinated (also known as "outcrossing" or 

"outbreeding") if the pollen comes from a flower on a separate plant as opposed to being self-pollinated (also 

known as a "selfer"). About half of the more significant cultivated plants are naturally cross-pollinated, and they 

have various mechanisms in their reproductive systems that promote cross-pollination, such as protandry (the 

shedding of pollen before the ovules are mature, as in the case of the carrot and walnut), dioecy (the bearing of 

male and female parts on different plants, as in the case of the date palm, asparagus, and hops), and genetically 

determined self-incompatibility (inability of pollen to grow on the stigma of the same plant, as in white clover, 

cabbage, and many other species). 

The majority of other plant species, including many of the most significant cultivated plants like wheat, 

barley, rice, peas, beans, and tomatoes, self-pollinate. Only a few reproductive processes encourage self-
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pollination, the most advantageous of which is a flower's inability to open (cleistogamy), as seen in some 

violets. In barley, wheat, and lettuce, pollination occurs after flower opening, but the stamens form a cone 

around the stigma. In tomatoes, pollination occurs before flower opening. Unwanted cross-pollination is always 

a possibility in such species. 

Pollen from the intended male father and only that pollen should contact the stigma of the female 

parent during controlled breeding processes. The anthers of flowers chosen as females must be removed before 

pollen is discharged when stamens and pistils are present in the same flower. Usually, forceps or scissors are 

used for this. Additionally, defence against "foreign" pollen is required. The most typical technique is to place a 

plastic or paper bag over the bloom. Pollen from the chosen male parent is transferred to the female parent's 

stigma when it becomes receptive, frequently by shattering an anther over the stigma, and the protective bag is 

then restored. Because the creation of such hybrids frequently necessitates a succession of dexterous, accurate, 

and precisely timed manual activities, it is laborious and expensive. Controlled breeding is made simpler when 

male and female reproductive organs are located in distinct flowers, as in corn (maize). 

A plant that has been cross-pollinated creates a diversified population of plants that are heterozygous 

(hybrid for many features) since each of its two parents is likely to differ in many genes. A single-parent, self-

pollinated plant creates a more homogeneous population of plants that are pure breeding (homozygous) for 

several features. Self-breeders are therefore more likely to be highly homozygous than outbreeders, making 

them real breeders for a given trait. 

 

2. Breeding self-pollinated species 

The breeding methods that have proved successful with self-pollinated species are: (a) mass selection; 

(b) pure-line selection; (c) hybridization, with the segregating generations handled by the pedigree method, the 

bulk method, or by the backcross method; and (d) development of hybrid varieties. 

 

Mass selection 

In mass selection, the next generation is sown from a stock of mixed seed that has been collected from 

(often a few dozen to a few hundred) desirable-appearing individuals in a population. This process, also known 

as phenotypic selection, is based on how each person appears. In horticulture, mass selection is frequently used 

to enhance old "land" varieties, which are cultivars that have been handed down from one farmer generation to 

the next over extended periods. 

An alternative strategy that has undoubtedly been used over thousands of years is to simply eradicate 

undesired varieties in the field. Whether excellent plants are kept or inferior plants are removed, the outcomes 

are the same: the seeds of the better plants are used as the planting material for the following season. 

Harvesting the best plants separately, growing and contrasting their offspring, and then comparing 

them is a modern improvement on bulk selection. The seeds of the remaining progeny are gathered after the 

poorer ones are eliminated. It should be highlighted that selection now takes into account both the look and 

performance of the parent plants' offspring in addition to the parent plants' appearance. When tackling 

quantitative traits with little heredity, phenotypic selection frequently performs better than progeny selection. 

Progeny testing, however, necessitates an additional generation; as a result, the gain per selection cycle must be 

twice as great as the gain from basic phenotypic selection in order to attain the same rate of growth per unit 

time. 

Perhaps the simplest and most affordable plant breeding technique is mass selection, whether it 

includes or excludes progeny testing. It is widely used in the breeding of a few forage species that are not 

commercially significant enough to warrant more in-depth consideration. 

 

Pure-line selection 

Pure-line selection typically consists of three steps that are more or less distinct: (1) a large number of 

superior-appearing plants are chosen from a genetically variable population; (2) the offspring of the individual 

plant selections are grown and evaluated by simple observation, frequently over a period of several years; and 

(3) when selection can no longer be made on the basis of observation alone, extensive trials are undertaken, 

involving careful measurements to ascertain whether the r is still significant. Any offspring that outperforms a 

current variety is subsequently made available as a new "pure-line" variety. This method's early 1900s success 

was largely due to the availability of genetically diverse land varieties that were just waiting to be used. They 

offered a plentiful supply of top pure-line types, some of which are still found in commercial cultivars today. 

The pure-line approach, as described above, has recently lost some of its significance in the breeding of 

important farmed species, but it is still extensively utilised with less significant species that have not yet 

undergone extensive selection. 
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The selection of single-chance variants, mutations, or "sports" in the original variety is a centuries-old 

form of pure-line selection. This process has led to the emergence of a very large number of variations that 

differ from the original strain in traits including colour, lack of thorns or barbs, dwarfism, and disease resistance. 

 

Hybridization 

Self-pollinated species have been bred mostly by deliberate hybridization between carefully chosen 

parents since the turn of the 20th century. The goal of hybridization is to integrate advantageous genes from two 

or more different varieties in order to create pure-breed offspring that are more superior in many ways than their 

parents. 

However, genes always exist in a group called a genotype with other genes. The main challenge for 

plant breeders is to effectively manage the massive amounts of genotypes that appear in the generations after 

hybridization. A hypothetical cross between two wheat varieties with only 21 gene differences can result in 

more than 10,000,000,000 distinct genotypes in the second generation, demonstrating the potential of 

hybridization in generating variety. While 2,097,152 distinct pure-breeding (homozygous) genotypes could 

exist, each possibly a new pure-line variety, even if the vast majority of these second-generation genotypes are 

hybrid (heterozygous) for one or more attributes. These figures highlight the significance of effective 

management methods for hybrid populations, a function for which the pedigree procedure is most frequently 

employed. 

Beginning with the crossing of two genotypes, which both possess one or more desired traits that the 

other lacks, pedigree breeding is accomplished. By crossing it with one of the hybrid offspring of the first 

generation, a third parent can be added if the two original parents do not give all of the necessary traits (F1). In 

the pedigree technique, superior kinds are chosen through time and a record of parent-progeny relationships is 

kept. 

The first opportunity for selection in pedigree programmes is available to the F2 generation, which is 

the result of mating two F1 individuals. The focus of this generation is on getting rid of those who have harmful 

main genes. As a result of natural self-pollination, the hybrid condition eventually loses way to pure breeding in 

future generations, and families descended from various F2 plants start to exhibit their own characteristics. In 

these generations, one or two superior plants are typically chosen from each superior family. The extent of the 

pure-breeding condition (homozygosity) by the F5 generation has caused the focus to almost fully shift to 

selection within families. These deductions are helped by the pedigree information. At this point, each chosen 

family is often mass-harvested to produce the higher quantities of seed required to assess families for 

quantitative features. This study is typically done in plots that have been grown as closely as feasible to 

commercial planting practises. Precise performance and quality evaluation starts once the number of families 

has been decreased to reasonable levels through visual selection, often by the F7 or F8 generation. In order to 

identify any flaws that may not have previously surfaced, promising strains must first be observed, typically 

over a period of years and places, followed by exact yield testing, quality testing, and observation again. Before 

releasing a new variety for industrial production, many plant breeders test it for five years at five representative 

sites. 

The handling of generations after hybridization is where the bulk-population approach of breeding 

differs most from the pedigree method. In a sizable plot, the F2 generation is sown at standard commercial 

planting rates. When the crop reaches maturity, it is mass-harvested, and the seeds are then planted to create the 

following crop on the same plot. No ancestry information is kept. Natural selection tends to reject plants with 

low survival value during the bulk propagation period. Also frequently used are two types of artificial selection: 

(1) the eradication of plants that carry unwanted main genes and (2) mass tactics such harvesting only some of 

the mature seeds to favour plants that mature earlier or the use of screens to favour larger seeds. Following that, 

single plant selections are made and assessed similarly to how pedigree-based breeding works. The bulk 

population method's main benefit is that it enables the breeder to manage extremely large numbers of 

individuals affordably. 

A great variety can frequently be made even better by adding a certain desirable trait that it is missing. 

To do this, first cross a plant of the superior variety with a plant of the donor variety that possesses the desired 

characteristic, and then mate the offspring with a plant that possesses the genotype of the superior parent. 

Backcrossing is the term for this action. The progeny will be hybrid for the character being transferred but 

similar to the superior parent for all other genes after five or six backcrosses. Selfing the most recent backcross 

generation and selecting will result in some progeny that are pure breeding for the inherited genes. The 

backcross method has the benefits of being quick, using a limited number of plants, and having predictable 

results. The approach has the major drawback of reducing the incidence of genetic combinations that 

occasionally result in remarkably improved performance. 
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Hybrid varieties 

The creation of hybrid varieties varies from hybridization in that only F1 hybrid plants are sought after; 

no effort is made to create a pure-breeding population. Crosses between different genotypes frequently result in 

F1 hybrids that are significantly more robust than their parents. This heterosis, or hybrid vigour, can show itself 

in a variety of ways, including faster growth, more uniformity, earlier flowering, and higher yields—the latter of 

which is crucial for agriculture. 

Corn (maize) has seen by far the most advancement in hybrid types, mostly because its male flowers 

(tassels) and female flowers (incipient ears) are distinct and manageable, making it practical for the production 

of hybrid seed. Only because greenhouse farmers and home gardeners are ready to pay high rates for hybrid 

seed have other plants, notably attractive flowers, whose hand-made F1 hybrid seed has been generated, been 

able to do so economically. 

But recently, a variety of plants, including several that self-pollinate, like sorghums, have been able to 

produce hybrid variations thanks to a built-in cellular system of pollination regulation. The male sex organs 

(stamens), which are prevented from maturing or functioning normally by this system, which is also known as 

cytoplasmic male sterility or cytosterility, produce poor pollen or none at all. It eliminates the requirement for 

manual or mechanical stamen removal. Male sterile genes (R + r) and elements located in the cytoplasm of the 

female sex cell interact to cause cytosterility. The cytoplasm (and its components) are only provided by the egg; 

hence, the inheritance of cytosterility is decided by the female parent. The genes are derived from each parent in 

the typical Mendelian manner. All plants with fertile cytoplasm generate viable pollen, as do plants with sterile 

cytoplasm but at least one R gene; however, two R genes in a plant renders it male sterile (produce defective 

pollen). 

By interplanting a fertile version of one strain (let's say A) with a sterile version of another strain in a 

solitary field, it is possible to create F1 hybrid seed between the two strains (B). All seeds generated by strain A 

plants must be F1 hybrids between the strains because strain A doesn't produce any viable pollen and will only 

be pollinated by strain B. The commercial crop is then grown using the F1 hybrid seeds. In this technique, the 

breeder spends a significant amount of time creating pure-breeding sterile and fertile strains in order to start the 

production of hybrid seeds. 

 

3. Breeding cross-pollinated species 

The most important methods of breeding cross-pollinated species are (1) mass selection; (2) 

development of hybrid varieties; and (3) development of synthetic varieties. Since cross-pollinated species are 

naturally hybrid (heterozygous) for many traits and lose vigour as they become purebred (homozygous), a goal 

of each of these breeding methods is to preserve or restore heterozygosity. 

 

Mass selection 

Similar to self-pollinated species, cross-pollinated species undergo mass selection, in which a large 

number of better-looking plants are chosen, harvested in huge numbers, and their seeds used to create the 

following generation. Despite the low heritability of such traits, mass selection has been shown to be quite 

efficient in improving qualitative characters. When used over many generations, it is also capable of improving 

quantitative characters, including yield. Mass selection has long been a key technique for breeding cross-

pollinated species, particularly in the species that are less economically significant. 

 

Hybrid varieties 

Corn has been the best example of utilising hybrid vigour through the usage of F1 hybrid cultivars 

(maize). Three processes are involved in creating a hybrid corn variety: selecting exceptional plants, selfing for 

multiple generations to create a number of inbred lines that, while distinct from one another, are all pure-

breeding and extremely uniform, and last, crossing the chosen inbred lines. The vigour of the lines rapidly 

declines during the inbreeding process, typically to less than half that of field-pollinated types. However, when 

any two unrelated inbred lines are crossed, vigour is restored, and in some situations, the F1 hybrids between 

inbred lines are significantly better than open-pollinated kinds. Due to the homozygosity of the inbred lines, 

every inbred hybrid will always have the same characteristics. Any required quantity of hybrid seed can be 

produced once the inbreds that yield the finest hybrids have been discovered. 

When corn (maize) is pollinated, pollen is carried by the wind from the tassels to the styles (silks) that 

stick out from the tops of the ears. By interplanting two or three rows of the seed parent's inbred plants with one 

row of the pollinator's inbred plants and detashing the former before it sheds pollen, controlled cross-pollination 

on a field scale can thus be economically accomplished. In reality, the majority of hybrid corn is created by 

"double crosses," in which two F1 hybrids from each pair of four inbred lines (A, B, C, and D) are crossed once 

more. The double-cross method has the benefit of producing commercial F1 seed from the highly productive 

single cross A B rather than from an inbred with low yields, which lowers seed costs. In recent years, the earlier-
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discussed cytoplasmic male sterility has been used to prevent the seed parent from being detached, resulting in 

even greater cost savings when producing hybrid seed. 

In the following generation, most of the hybrid vigour displayed by F1 hybrid types is lost. As a result, 

the farmer buys fresh seed from seed companies each year instead of using seed from hybrid varieties to plant 

stock. 

The invention of hybrid corn may have had the greatest impact on increasing the amount of food 

sources available to the world's population of any other biological science development (maize). The use of 

hybrid varieties in other crops has also been enormously successful thanks to the use of male sterility, and it 

appears likely that this success will continue in the future. 

 

Synthetic varieties 

Several genotypes with proven superior combining ability—i.e., genotypes that are known to produce 

superior hybrid performance when crossed in all combinations—are intercrossed to create a synthetic variety. 

(In contrast, a mass-selected variety is built up of genotypes that have been bulked together without first being 

tested to establish how well they function in a hybrid combination.) For their hybrid vigour and capacity to yield 

useful seed for future seasons, synthetic cultivars are well-known. Because of these benefits, synthetic varieties 

are increasingly preferred when cultivating various species, such as forage crops, where the cost of developing 

or using hybrid types prevents it. 

 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It goes without saying that better new kinds cannot be fully benefited until enough seed has been 

produced to allow for commercial production. Although creating new kinds is the plant breeder's major duty, he 

also typically manages a small-scale initial seed expansion. Breeders seed is what is created in this way. 

Breeders seed is multiplied at the following step to create foundation seed. Typically, seed groups or institutes 

that are subject to government regulation produce foundation seed. The third step involves the mass production 

of certified seed, which is the offspring of foundation seed and is sold to farmers and gardeners on a broad scale 

by specialised seed growers. The production and handling of certified seed must adhere to the requirements 

established by the certifying organisation (usually a seed association). Once new kinds have been approved for 

commercial cultivation, seed associations are often in charge of preserving their purity. 

New varieties created by commercial plant breeding organisations are frequently distributed through 

seed associations, however many reputable businesses advertise their goods without adhering to the formal 

certification procedure. New variations can often be trademarked for up to 15 years or longer in some nations, 

during which time the breeder has the sole right to manufacture and market the variety. 
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